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Occupy Wall Street
The movement known as Occupy Wall Street has been going on since September 17th, 2011. It is now
showing to the world that the constitutional rights of the American people do not exist. There is no right
to peaceful assembly and to see NYPD at its finest acting like communist thugs, is a sign of the times and
what awaits us on the horizon. The Internet is the only real news any more for everything else is in some
way tainted. The majority of the news broadcasts are skipping this story of covering it very, very little.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5z8MJKsCypc&feature=results_main&playnext=1&list=PL49D16CDD
9B70D7D3
It is a shame that Wall Street gets all the blame. It is not the stock brokers nor is it the “corporate greed”
of every corporation lumped together that is to blame. The corruption that has turned the country
inside-out is the Market Manipulators who for decades now have been trying to rig the game to make
that Perfect Trade with no risk. To me, they are not even real men. They hide behind the mask of Wall
Street when they are not part of the system at all. They are simply parasites who lack the intelligence to
actually trade and stand upon their own research. Instead, they pay bribes to Russian officials to recall
platinum for a pretend inventory so they can screw the auto producers. They are the Market
Manipulators that move silver from New York to London to pretend there is a shortage. They are the
Market Manipulators who bribe IMF officials to keep loans going to Russia so they can buy bonds at
30% interest rates. They are the Market Manipulators that constructed time bombs out of mortgages
and ensured the rating agencies would bless them as AAA so they could sell them to everyone.
This is just the tip of the iceberg. This is NOT Wall Street! This is a dark back ally that feels safe because
they control the press, the courts, the Justice Department, Congress, and local police. They line the
pockets of politicians to run for office. They stack government with their own people in unelected jobs.
In the end, it is not corporate greed, it is the greed of Market Manipulators that are simply a parasite
that feed upon the system and anyone who dares to expose them, and they will attack with a vengeance
using the police powers of government and label what they say as conspiracy theory to discredit their
accusers. Yes America "Do not go gentle into that good night / Rage, rage against the dying of the
light" of freedom and liberty as Dylan Thomas put so elegantly. But rage wisely. Do not be fooled and
attack the decoy. If you want reform, know who your enemy truly is! It is not Wall Street. It is the
parasites that feed on it.

